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The spectrum of Xo\'a Aquila 111 has been studled m 
its various stages by many astrophysicists, all over the world, 
and has yielded a crop of extremely interesting results. It 
a.ppears to me that in view of these result~. it is now possible 
to seek for a plausible physIcal cause unJerlyillg this sing-ular 
phenomenon. The results are fairly concordant and may 
thus be briefly summarised: 

The spectum of the Nova is a composite one and consists 
of four superposed spectra due to 4 distinct bodies. The 
first spectrum eonsists of bright-line emission bands of 
Hydrogen, Nebulium (?) Titanium, and other gases. Thd 
centres of the bands are displaced toward:) the red iIond 
are of enormous widtb, The spectrum reminds one forcibly 
of a pressure-shift, as mentioned by Father eortie, (M. N. R. 
A. S. January 1919) and is most probably due to emission 
by the gases aforesaid under enormous pressure. ("ride: 
Rossi's work in proc. Roy. Soc. Lond, vol. 83). 

Superposed upon this are three continuous spectra having 
dark abscrption·lines. Prof. N ewallt finds that these spectra 
can be identitied with that of the Star Cygni, when velodtirs 
of.arnounts,-16So Km.·per)sec, and-2797 Km per sec ar~ 
impressed upon that star. (These rtlsults are practically 
identical with those obtained by Evershed1 and Lunta ; 1.1:', 
ill other words, we are witnessing here the emission from 
three distinct gaseous bodies of the type of Cygni, but 

1. M. N. H. A. S, 1919. December. 
2. Natl1l'e (Vol 102, P 105) 
3. I.nnt, TIHI f)h"el'l';l!ory, 19HI, November. 
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moving respdctlvely ""'ith the e::normous velocities of-165° 
Km par :3ec.,-2291 Km per sec. and-2797 Km per sec in the 
line of sight, but these three gaseous masses, if they really 
existed, had very transient existence, because none of them 
were recorded on Father Cortie's plate exposed on June 30th, 
while the emission spectrum is of mueh longer duration, 
though undergoing changes all the while. 

;:o.Jow [ should particuinly emphasise upon a point which 
has been brought forward in a very lucid manner by prof, 
Xewall ( M. N. R. A. S., December 1918). Newall compares 
the displacemt:nts of So absorption lines on a plate taken on 
June 13, and though they bel011g to eltments widely differing 

in atomic weigbt, they give the same two sets ef identical 
velocities of approach, ViZ-16S4 Km per sec, and - 2449 Km 
per sec. The same may be said of the plate taken on June 
15th; only here, we have evidence of three velocities of 
approach (-2767,-2291,-1691 Km per sec). These observa
tions make a very strong case for the view that we are, ill 
this case, witnessing the emission from three distinct luminous 
masses of the alpha cygni type, which fade a way to an inert 
non·luminous state within less than 15 days of their birbh. 

As stated by Dr. Lindemann (The Observatory 1919) 
these hllge velocities are inexplicable on any theory of explosi
on, while the conclusion that lines due to elements widely 
differing in atomic weight ~re displaced by amounts which 
can be represented by the same velocity factor is not favou
rable to the view of Evershed that the phenomenon has 
analogous features to those of erupti ve solar prominences 
I: Nat1.lre Vol. 102, Page 105 ). 

It appears to me that the results obtained by Newall, and 
~upported to a large extent by Dr, Lunt in the case of nova 
Gerl11inorunl eM. N. R. A. S. Feb. 1919), justify us in 
reviving in a modified form, the collision theoy associated 
with the names of Huggins and Vogel. The choice of the 
name "Co11isiOJ~ theory" is rather an unfortunate one. A much 
better appellation would be lithe meteoric·flash theory": By 
this is meant that we are in this case witnessing a phenomen-
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on similar to the sudden flashing up 01 nlt:teorites. across 
our own sky-only repeated on an infinitely larger ,;cale. It 
would have saved us a great deal of discussion, if we could 
have a consistent pre\Tious history of the star \vhich flashed 
up as Nova on June 8. But this is not ava.ilable. All that 
is known is derived form the Heidelberg and Harvard plates. 1 

They have shown that previous to the eruption, the nova 
was represented by a star of 10.5 magnitude of unknflwn (?) 
parallax, and spectral type, which showed rapid increment ill 

emissive power, from June 6. No spectra seem to have been 
taken previous to the eruption, 01 shotly after the eruption 
was discovered (june 8. 8h. G. :\1. T.) 

We have, accordingly, to build our hypothesis on the 
results of the spectra obtained during the declining stagtls 
of the Nova. 

Let us suppose that the star, wbich represt:nted the no\'a 
previous to the eruption, was of a compact composition I. like 
the red carbon stars) and enveloped in a dense atmosphere, 
Let us suppose that the critical velocity of escape for a 
particle on the surface of the star was some 2500 Km. (This 
is not an over-estimate, when we rememiJer that the same 
quantity for our suu is some 6 [0 Km pt:r sec, - only it \\'il! 

mean. a star ofthe same diameter but 4 time" as den:;:e). :\' ow 
let a planetoid suddenlv plunge into its atmosphere with 
a velocity equalling or exceeding'the critical \·elocity. What 
would happ~n T A meteor, when it plunges into our own 
atmosphere, moves with a radial velocity of 20 tel.p i\m 
per seC',. and is heated by friction with our atnl(l:-pher~ 
through a range of more than 3000° C. (from absolutE: zero to 
the temperature of the arc ). Now, ill the case before us, the 
range of temperature will be murh larger. ConsiderinG' the 

I:"> 

magnitude of the quantities involved. it may not be an 
overestimate that the outlying crusts of the planet would be 
heated to an incandescent gaseous mass of the Cygni type, 
At the s~me time, the planet my be torn to fragments tra\'e. 
lling in different directions with difterent velocitlc:> ( a sort of 

----___ .--~ .~ ______ ~ v __ ,._~_ • ..~_ ._ .... ~ __ ._,_~ 

1. Mon. N. R. A. S- Annual RepOl·t~ 1919. 
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Roche's effect). But these luminous fragments would have a 
very transient existence. It appears that in the case of the 
Nova Aquila, the meteotic flash lasted for not less then 10 or 
12 days, but it is diin;.;ult to :say whether the lumionus matter 
was left behind or whether it was carried along with any solid 
planetary kernel which might have survived the catastrophe. 
If left behind, it would diffuse through the stellar atmosphere 
in a short time; while if carded along with the ~ernel, it 
would he quickly reduced to the inert stage, owing to the 
smallness of the mass involved. At any rate, its career as 
a luminous body of the Alpha Cygni type could not last 
long. What would happen to the Star? As the planet 
approached it, huge tidal forces would be set up in it, 
catlsing the liberation of large amounts of gas, and as the 
planet flashed across, the temperature would be increased 
to a large extent. The star is now enveloped in a very dense 
atmosphere of incandescent gas, which would be responsible 
for the spectrum with the emission bands of enormous 

width. 
It has been sh )wn by Adams and Pease that nova Auriga 

and Nm'a Persei finished up ~s Wolf Rayet stars after a short 
nebular stage. It wi~l be interesting to see how the Nova 
Aquilae finishes utJ. '\t presc!l1t, aU the theories about the 

spectrral types of stars are in the melting pot. 811t if the 
Nova Aquila finishes up as Wulf·Rayet, I do not consider 
that it will be difficult to adapt the 11foresaid theory to the 
explanation of this stag ... But we must wait for the further 

results of spectrographic examination of the Nova in it.s 

various :;tages. 
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